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Abstract
This is a threefold study concerning a novel corrugated-sheet MBR. Besides the optimization of the hydrodynamics and of air consumption to achieve excellent amelioration of fouling, this study introduces a novel corrugated sheet (CS) membrane to the research community. The CS membrane has a general plate configuration similar to a standard flat sheet (FS) membrane but at 1.6 mm thickness, it is much thinner. The rows of hemispherical hollow units on each side create corrugations, and coupled with the thinness of the plate they give a surface area per unit volume value around that of hollow fiber systems. The hydrodynamics and fouling of the CS membrane were compared with those of FS membrane through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation and experiments. Based upon these results a large-scale corrugated sheet membrane bioreactor (CS-MBR) with four decks was designed. The study included a consideration of three different designs of aerators, the spacing between the decks and the aeration rate. With the recommended partitioning design of aerator, the optimized nozzle velocity was found to be 13 m/s corresponding to a world-leading specific aeration demand, SAD$_m$ (aeration amount per unit membrane area per unit time), of 0.074 Nm$^3$m$^{-2}$h$^{-1}$. This corresponds to a 70% reduction with respect to a FSMBR operated with slug bubbling and is just one-eighth of the traditional industrial usage of 0.3 to 0.58 Nm$^3$m$^{-2}$h$^{-1}$ depending on format of the system.
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1. Introduction

Membrane bioreactors (MBR) are an efficient device which have replaced the secondary sedimentation process in wastewater treatment [1]. However, fouling remains a critical issue that reduces membrane performance [2-4]. At present, the main method to attenuate membrane fouling is the use of aeration to scour membrane surface [5-7], but consequently there is a corresponding high energy consumption [8-10] which impedes the wider adoption of MBRs [11, 12].

Both flat sheet (FS) and hollow fiber (HF) MBRs have been commonly used in industry over the past two decades [8, 13-16]. It is well known that for FS-MBR system is easy to maintain with only a small amount of sludge sedimentation but on the other hand, the loading capacity is low and normally backwash cannot be conducted. Although the HF membrane module overcomes these two shortcomings, there is the issue of “hair twinning” i.e. the binding together of filaments caused by constituents in the sewage, and this causes dead zones, poor hydraulic circulation and hence heavily fouling [17].

Thus, in order to improve the normal membrane features, some researches have recently focused on variations to the membrane format in order to reduce membrane fouling and improve filtration performance. One approach has been to physically press PVDF flat sheet membranes to generate a corrugated surface structure [18]. This was explored in the context of seawater desalination process, and flux was higher and there was less salt deposition on the membrane surface. Whilst the corrugation of the membrane surface is expected to ameliorate fouling, simply corrugating the membranes in a traditional system (if this were possible) would still lead to the retention of a major constraint, namely the relatively small surface area per unit volume that is inherent in FSMBR systems.
compared with hollow fiber ones. To address this issue, a novel type of corrugated sheet (CS) membrane was recently proposed and is now produced and assembled as an MBR system for industrial application (Beijing Origin Water Membrane Technology Co. Ltd, Beijing, China). As shown in Figure 1, this new type of CS membrane consists of a very thin polyethylene terephthalate (PET) flat central sheet that is just 90 μm thick and hemispherical channels on either side. The overall thickness is 1.6 mm which is similar to that of hollow fibers. With these dimensions the loading capacity is improved and the CS-MBR system can achieve surface area per unit volume values close to 400 m²/m³ which is superior to both the value of 256 m²/m³ [19] and the value of 300 m²/m³ used by Cranfield as a standard for hollow fiber MBR systems [20].

The strength of the CS sheets enables them to be mounted so that the bubble flow is transverse to the corrugated surface. Thus the flow creates beneficial ripples. It is well known that the combination of (i) unsteady flow or oscillatory flow with (ii) baffles or corrugations increases mass transfer at surfaces and inhibits fouling [21, 22, 23] and this is discussed further in section 3.4. Moreover, the arrangement of the CS sheets enables the permeate to be conveyed horizontally through the hemispherical hollow fibers so that the permeate collection can be on both sides. This arrangement enables more and better MBR configurations such as multiple decks; 4 ~ 6 decks are normal with a corrugated sheet membrane bioreactor (CS-MBR). The multi decks are served by the same aeration pipe which significantly reduces the air consumption; for MBRs this is the important operating cost and the level of consumption (measured in units of Nm³ m⁻² h⁻¹ i.e. volume per unit area per unit time) has often been the most important issue faced in large-scale MBR application in industry [24].
Currently, this new CS-MBR is applied into large-scale water treatment in Beijing, Taiyuan and Shaanxi province of China. The corrugation on membrane surface in the new CS-MBR creates hydrodynamic flows that are at least as complex as the flow in normal FSMBR [25-28]. Moreover, it has been unclear how hydrodynamics and fouling control effect varied in CS-MBR comparing to those obtained in FSMBR [19, 29]. Thus a fundamental study was undertaken to examine the fluid dynamics and fouling in CS-MBR systems.

As CS-MBR systems are relatively new, they have yet to be studied in detail. Issues addressed in our study included the aeration system and the spacing between decks. The spacing is known to influence the two-phase flow in the upper part [30]. Moreover, although there is a link between the hydrodynamics and fouling [31-34], it is important to assess if the new design created unexpected dead-zones which might cause unexpected fouling. Thus our study included an experimental examination of fouling. Other components were CFD simulations and electro-diffusion (EDM) studies [35]. Finally, the aeration usage was calculated and compared, which could provide a reference for the practical application of CS-MBR in industry.

2. Methods

The corrugated membrane is made of PVDF material with an internal supporting PET plate as shown in Fig. 1. Due to the special structure, between the membrane and PET plate, the corrugated hemispheres form independent permeate channels. These channels are connected to the water collection system that is operated under suction. As water is collected on both sides there is a reduced path length. This, together with the excellent
water permeability, permits operation at a reduced TMP; the level is around two-thirds of the value needed in traditional MBRs.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram and the prototype of corrugated membrane and large-scale CS-MBR system at various orientations.

2.1 Experimental method

2.1.1 Shear stress measurement

Shear stress was measured for nine positions using the electro-diffusion method (EDM) [7, 36] in two plexiglass tanks of FS and CS respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 with dimensions of 180 × 70 × 5 mm. An air nozzle of diameter 3 mm at the base of the tank...
bottom provided aeration of 1 L/min. The fouling experiment was carried out in a larger rectangular bio-reactor tank measuring 750 × 350 ×120 mm. Two membrane modules of FS and CS (Origin Water Co. Ltd, China) were immersed in the reactor with effective filtration area of 0.1 m². The aeration conditions were same for both modules with 2.5 L/min of aeration delivered with pulsing at 1 Hz. The pulsing of the air flow has previously been found to be beneficial [27, 28].

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the EDM experimental rig: (a) electric circuit diagram; (b) nine positions for measurement on tank wall

The solution was prepared with ultrapure water, potassium ferrocyanide 0.01 M and sodium hydroxide 0.5 M. The experimental schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2 (a). 200 mV electricity was continuously supplied by a stabilized voltage supply, current was recorded by ammeter, and the rheostat resistance was set to be 100 ohms. Electrodes of platinum and nickel were used for the anode and cathode respectively. The latter were at
nine positions on the walls in both tanks as shown in Fig. 2 (b). In section S1.1 of Supplementary Material, experimental method details are presented.

2.1.2 Fouling experiments

The experiment was carried out in a $750 \times 350 \times 120$ mm rectangular bio-reactor tank. The operating liquid level was 700 mm controlled by a peristaltic pump. As shown in Fig. 3, two membrane modules were immersed in the reactor, one with FS membrane and the other with the CS one (Origin Water Co. Ltd, China). Effective filtration areas were $0.1 \text{ m}^2$. The aeration conditions were same for both modules. Aeration pipe was located 120 mm directly below the modules, with 2.5 L/min flow rate and 1 Hz frequency. During operation, permeate flux and transmembrane pressure (TMP) were recorded, the latter by digital pressure gauge. The experiments were conducted at room temperature. Activated sludge details could be found in Supplementary Material S1.2.

Fig. 3 Fouling experimental schematic of MBR module set-up
2.1.3 Aeration experiments

Additionally, new configurations of aeration pipe were initially designed and compared with the traditional one. Slug bubbling process could be achieved via solenoid valve. Air flow rate was fixed at 78 L/min and bubble frequency at 1 Hz. Detail information is shown in Supplementary Materials Section S1.3.

2.2 CFD simulation method

The aeration device was designed as a cuboid box whose bottom had been removed, as shown in Figure S2. During aeration, the air entered the aeration box and its pressure displaced some of the liquid causing a liquid level to form within the box. The air flowed out from the nozzles. (The drop in liquid level is related to the pressure drop across the aeration holes). In this design, there were 14 nozzles on each side of the aeration box, spaced as pairs with a gap of 12 mm. Other dimensions are shown in Figure S2 (a).

2.2.1 Governing equations

Gas-liquid two-phase flow was simulated in ANSYS FLUENT 14.5. Pressure-based solver with PISO scheme for pressure-velocity coupling was set for calculation. Aeration rate at each nozzle was varied between 10 ~ 16 m/s. Major equations for mass and momentum conservation were given below:

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla (\rho \vec{u}) = 0
\]  

(1)

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho \vec{u}) + \nabla (\rho \vec{u} \vec{u}) = -\nabla P + \rho \vec{g} + \rho \vec{F} + \nabla \vec{t}
\]  

(2)

where

\[
\rho = \sum \alpha_q \rho_q
\]  

(3)

\[
\mu = \sum \alpha_q \mu_q
\]  

(4)
\[
\sum_{q=1}^{n} \alpha_q = 1 \quad (5)
\]

Amongst turbulence models, the Realizable \( k-\varepsilon \) model was chosen because of its utility for complex bubble behavior calculation. It can be expressed as:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho k) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho k u_j) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \right) \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \right] + G_k + G_b - \rho \varepsilon - Y_M \quad (6)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho \varepsilon) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho \varepsilon u_j) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_\varepsilon} \right) \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x_j} \right] + \rho C_1 S \varepsilon - \rho C_2 \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k + \sqrt{\nu \varepsilon}} + C_1 \frac{\varepsilon}{k} \frac{C_2 \varepsilon}{k} G_b + S \varepsilon \quad (7)
\]

where

\[
\mu_t = \rho C_\mu \frac{k^2}{\varepsilon}
\]

\[
C_1 = \max \left[ 0.43, \frac{\eta}{\eta + 5} \right]
\]

\[
\eta = S \frac{k}{\varepsilon}
\]

\[
S = \sqrt{2 S_{ij} S_{ij}}
\]

\[
G_k = -\rho \frac{u'_i u'_j}{\partial x_i} \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i}
\]

\[
G_b = \beta g_i \frac{\mu_t}{P r_t} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x_i}
\]

The Continuum Surface Force (CSF) model was used for surface tension calculation.

This is structured as:

\[
p_L - p_G = \sigma \kappa \quad (8)
\]
\[ \vec{F}_{vol} = \frac{2\rho \kappa \nabla \alpha}{(\rho_L + \rho_G)} \]

\[ \kappa = \nabla \hat{n} \]

\[ \hat{n} = \frac{n}{|n|}, n = \nabla \alpha_q \]

### 2.2.2 Numerical methods and boundary conditions

The simulations were carried out using a pressure-based solver in commercial code ANSYS FLUENT 14.5. Liquid water was chosen as liquid phase, which density is 998.2 kg/m\(^3\) and viscosity is 0.001003 Pa·s. Air was chosen as gas phase, density 1.225 kg/m\(^3\) and viscosity 0.000017894 Pa·s. The mass transfer process and membrane water permeability were not considered in the simulation. A second order upwind scheme was chosen for momentum and k–\(\varepsilon\) equations discretization. PRESTO! (pressure staggering option) scheme was adopted for pressure term calculation. The aeration pipe outside wall is one of the wall boundary conditions and the gas inlet is set to be inlet, whilst the outflow condition was set at the air nozzle boundary. The boundaries for walls were all stationary and there was a no fluid-slip condition at the membrane surface.

The important assumption is the membrane sheets were considered to be “rigid walls”. In other words, the membrane is assumed to be inflexible sheets, which could not bend which is a little different from the actual situation. Additionally the influence of membrane permeation upon shear stress calculation is neglected; a decision that is supported by order of magnitude calculation.

Details for CFD simulation method was given in Section S2.2 of Supplementary Materials, consisting of numerical geometry, mesh detail, simulation models and equations. Figure S4 gives the typical mesh example.
3. Results and discussion

Before considering large-scale design of CS-MBR systems in section 3.2, and air consumption of the CS-MBR with that of other MBRs in section 3.3, a two-fold experimental comparison of CS and FS membranes is made. After examining the shear stress generated on the membrane surfaces, the experimental findings regarding the propensity of those surfaces to fouling are presented.

3.1 Experimental comparison of CS and FS membrane

3.1.1 Shear stress comparison

The fouling mitigation is closely related to shear stress, which has been studied in multiple previous work [7, 19, 28]. Hence the shear stress induced by two-phase flow was carefully studied for the CS membrane format. Generally there are two methods for CFD model validation, one is to take photos by high-speed camera for the bubbles, as shown in our previous papers [39-41] and Leslie et al. [19]; the other is to measure shear stress and compare [17]. Both validation methods were recommended and sufficient for the two-phase flow CFD model. Although the gas-liquid flow model has been validated by bubble photos in our previous studies [39-41], shear stress was measured in this study in order to have robust measures for the two types of membranes.

In particular the shear stress distribution on the FS and CS membranes were obtained from CFD simulation and compared with EDM data as shown in Fig. 4. It is found that the error between simulation and EDM results is less than 8% for both CS and FS membrane, which indicated the CFD model is robust for hydrodynamics simulation. A preliminary study of grid independence was performed, an increase in the number of nodes was found to have essentially no effect. Also, it was found that the results of simulations based on the
mesh shown in this work was in accordance with experimental results. Moreover, the comparison of simulation with experiment in Fig. 4 validates our simulation model.

Fig. 4 Bubble morphology and shear stress distribution in FS and CS membrane: (a) results from CFD simulation; (b) shear stress comparison from both CFD and EDM experimental results.

Fig. 4 (a) shows that the bubble size is similar in both modules. However, there are differences for shear stress between the two surfaces, especially in the bubble rim and nose areas. The detail information of shear stress comparison is analyzed in Fig. 4 (b). It shows
that the maximum shear stress at nine positions on FS is in the range of 1.3 ~ 2.3 Pa, which is similar with CFD prediction. As clearly shown, the shear stress on CS surface is higher than that on the FS surface; the former has values in the range of 1.8 ~ 3.0 Pa. The highest difference of shear stress between two modules is around 1 Pa at Position 5, corresponding to the bubble nose part. This is partially because the special ripple structure on the CS surface enhances the turbulence and hence the shear stress, as also detected in previously mentioned research [37]. One can conclude that the CS membrane is scoured more strongly than the FS one. The effect of the more intense hydrodynamics is further studied in the next section addressing fouling performance.

3.1.2 Fouling performance

The fouling experiments for both flat and corrugated membrane components were carried out for 360 hours, and Fig. 5 shows the performance data in terms of transmembrane pressure (TMP) and permeability. In Fig. 5 (a), the initial TMPs are relatively close, both of which are around 2 kPa. During the initial period from 0 to 50 h, the flat membrane has a relatively rapid increase in TMP, whilst that of CS increased at around half the rate. In the following 150 h, the rate of TMP increase is similar for both membranes; the offset of around 7.5 kPa is that which had be set during the first 50 h of operation. After 200 h, the rate of increase in TMP for both membranes are reduced. During this stage, fluctuations in the TMP are noticeable particularly for FS and the difference in TMP widened slightly to around 10 kPa. In general, it indicates that CS membrane fouled less than the FS membrane particularly during the initial period of operation.
Fig. 5 Comparison of fouling performance between CS- and FS-MBR modules: (a) TMP variation; (b) Permeability results.

The evolution in permeability is displayed in Fig. 5 (b). The initial permeabilities are 700 and 920 L/(m²·h·bar) for FS and CS respectively. During the first 150 h, both specific fluxes experienced rapid decline and in the final phase the permeabilities tended towards 100 and 50 L/(m²·h·bar) for CS and FS respectively. Also it can be noted that beyond 250 h the rate of increase of TMP is distinctly lower for CS compared with FS. Clearly CS type in comparison with the FS one has features which generate improved hydrodynamics that ameliorate fouling, as discussed in section 3.1.1 of shear stress is key to fouling control [38].

3.2 Large-scale CS-MBR design

Given the above very promising results, a large-scale corrugated sheet membrane bioreactor (CS-MBR) with four decks was designed. Four decks are standard for most large-scale application of the CS-MBR but issues needing addressing were: (i) the aeration section needs to be optimized to achieve control of fouling whilst avoiding excessive aeration, (ii) the influence of the gap distance between different decks, and (iii) the
influence of aeration rates / nozzle velocities. These three areas form the subsections of this section and then section 3.3 compares the air consumption of the optimized CS-MBR with that of other MBRs.

3.2.1 Aeration pipe design

Hydrodynamic behavior from three aeration pipe configurations was analyzed and compared through CFD and experiment. Assuming same velocity for each pair of nozzles, the 14 nozzles can be represented by seven groups. Hence the nozzle group number was ranked 1 ~ 7 from left to right of aeration pipe as shown in the abscissa of Fig. S2 (b). Inlet air flow rates were the same in all cases, and two rates were applied here, one was the traditional normal value used in industry of 10 L/min·m², the other was around half of this value at approximately 5 L/min·m². The air velocity of each nozzle from CFD simulation was plotted as function of nozzle number as shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 Influence of aerator configurations upon the distribution of air nozzle velocities at two different overall inputs corresponding to 10 L/min·m$^2$ and other is circa 5 L/min·m$^2$:

(a) no partition; (b) half partitioned; (c) fully partitioned; (d) velocity variance.

In Fig. 6 (a) to (c), the nozzle velocity distributions from three aeration pipe configurations are presented whilst in Fig. 6 (d), the velocity standard variance was calculated. For Configuration 1, at both flow rates, the velocity from nozzle 1 is much higher than from the others; furthermore that from nozzles 3 and 4 are much smaller than any of the other five nozzles. As shown in Fig. 6 (d), this configuration has the highest variance. Now when the aeration pipe is half partitioned or more fully partitioned, the velocity variation between different nozzles is reduced. The greater uniformity of flow is confirmed by the reduced variances in Fig. 6 (d), indicating as partitioning is increased the
variance reduced. Thus, in Configuration 3 with fully partitioned, nozzle velocity has less fluctuation and the most uniform. As Configuration 2 structure is a simple one, both it and Configuration 3 were tested in further bubbling experiments.

Fig. 7 Bubble size measurement in experiment for various aeration configurations.

Table 1 Bubble size (mm) measured in experiment for various aeration configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle Number</th>
<th>Configuration of Half Partitions</th>
<th>Configuration of All Partitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$w_x$</td>
<td>$w_y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle 1</td>
<td>100±1</td>
<td>86±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle 2</td>
<td>76±1</td>
<td>59±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle 3</td>
<td>51±2</td>
<td>41±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle 4</td>
<td>109±1</td>
<td>62±2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard variance

|$w_x$; bubble size measured in X-direction; $w_y$; bubble size measured in Y-direction.

Bubble behavior of two aeration devices (Configuration 2 and 3) was tested, and the bubble size was measured. Due to symmetry, only half of the aerator was required for the
experiment. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7, wherein, nozzle number was defined as 1 ~ 4. The bubble size was defined as horizontal width in X-direction ($w_x$) and vertical height in Y-direction ($w_y$). Measured values are tabulated in Table 1. For Configuration 2, the bubble size is always greater for nozzle 1 and 4 than it is for nozzles 2 and 3. The bubble size distribution is noticeably more uniform with Configuration 3 which in agreement with CFD results in Fig. 6. Inspection of the details in Table 1 and in particular the significant reduction in variance with Configuration 3 indicated that this is optimal in providing uniform bubbling.

### 3.2.2 Variation of gap distance between corrugated decks

After determining the optimal aeration pipe design, the variation of gap distance between the bottom two decks (ground decks) and the top two decks (top decks) of a CS-MBR was studied. In one of our previous studies, it is shown that slug bubble could induce effective hydrodynamics for a FS membrane height of 1500 mm [30]. Now considering that the CS membrane height is 725 mm, the ground two decks in a CS-MBR were arranged together with no gap distance ($h_1$), and the same was done for the upper two decks, i.e. $h_1$ and $h_3$ in Fig. S3 were set equal to zero. Thus the distance $h_2$ between the middle two decks (i.e., space between the second and third deck in Fig. S3) was the key variable because the processes of bubble recombination and redistribution into the upper layer of membrane modules is strongly influenced by the height of this region [30]. The distance $h_2$ was varied from 100 to 600 mm, with nozzle air velocity fixed at 13 m/s. Owing to the symmetric boundary, the bubble distribution and shear stress for six channels were calculated in this simulation. Channel 1 is in the center of the system positioned over the central aeration pipe, whilst channel 6 is far away from the center.
The bubble distribution and shear stress comparison are shown in Fig. 8. The results showed, as one would expect, that the gap $h_2$ had little influences on the hydrodynamics of the ground decks, thus a representative set of CFD results at $h_2$ 300 mm is shown in Fig. 8 (a). In all six channels, a slug bubble with spherical cap is produced, and several small bubbles are scattered in the wake region. It shows that intense shear stress is mainly concentrated in the wake region, due to the secondary turbulence, high shear stress is also observed elsewhere. The clear finding is that for the chosen conditions and range of $h_2$ there would be sufficiently intense hydrodynamic effects in ground decks independent of the $h_2$ value.
(b) Top decks
(i) $h_2 = 100$ mm
(ii) $h_2 = 200$ mm
(iii) $h_2 = 300$ mm

60 mm

(iv) $h_2 = 400$ mm
(v) $h_2 = 500$ mm
(vi) $h_2 = 600$ mm

(c) Top decks
(i) $h_2 = 100$ mm
(ii) $h_2 = 200$ mm
(iii) $h_2 = 300$ mm

(iv) $h_2 = 400$ mm
(v) $h_2 = 500$ mm
(vi) $h_2 = 600$ mm
Fig. 8 Variation of gas-liquid two-phase flow and induced shear stress with channel number for various gaps of $h_2$: (a) distribution of slug bubbles in the lower two ground decks; (b) slug bubbles in the upper two decks; (c) shear stress on membrane walls; (d) comparison distribution of averaged shear stress in ground and top decks.

Fig. 8 (b) shows the bubble distribution in channels of the upper two decks for gap distance $h_2$ from 100 to 600 mm. From Case (i), $h_2 = 100$ mm, it illustrates that large bubbles are generated in channel 3, whilst those in other channels are small especially channels 1 and 6. Bubble size in all channels except channel 3 has increased as $h_2$ increased to be 200 mm in Case (ii), but it is still small for channels 1 and 6. Bubble distribution reaches an optimum in terms of uniformity as $h_2$ became 300 mm in Case (iii). Further the uniformity decreases as gap $h_2$ increases to be 400 ~ 600 mm. So overall, the bubble size and uniformity is found to vary with the gap distance $h_2$, and a value of 300 mm gave the greatest uniformity.

Fig. 8 (c) shows the magnitude and distribution of shear stress in different channels for each gap distance $h_2$. For 100 mm, Case (i), the shear stress in some regions of channel
3 reached 4 Pa, whilst there are few areas reaching 4 Pa in channels 4 and 5. However for most areas in channels 1, 2 and 6, shear stress is lower than 1 Pa. This is improved as $h_2$ increased to 200 mm, with the shear stress in several parts of all six membrane surfaces reaching 4 Pa, but in most regions of channel 5 it is lower than 0.5 Pa. For Cases (iii) and (iv) with $h_2$ 300 to 400 mm, the situation is optimal in terms of shear stress distribution with most parts of all six channels having values over 1.5 Pa. At $h_2 = 500$ mm, the shear stress of channels 1, 2, 5 and 6 has decreased and for $h_2 = 600$ mm, the non-uniformity of shear stress is even more obviously.

These observations are confirmed in Fig. 8 (d) which presents the average shear stress of channels 1 to 6 in the ground and top decks under different gap distance $h_2$. It is presented that average shear stress of each channel in ground decks is not only greater than 2.5 Pa but there is little variation between channels. As $h_2$ is 300 or 400 mm, it is found that the average shear stress is over 2 Pa on membrane surfaces in top decks. For other gap distances it is lower than 1.5 Pa in some channels which would be insufficient shear stress for fouling control. Not only is the gap of 300 to 400 mm optimal to achieve uniform and an enhanced hydrodynamic effect but based upon previous work the values of shear stress will give excellent amelioration of fouling [7, 32, 39].

3.2.3 Variation of aeration rate

For industry, air velocity is an important variable as it is directly related to the aeration cost and system operation [26, 40, 41]. In this section, hydrodynamic effect was studied at five nozzle flow velocities, which were shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for ground and top decks respectively.
In Fig. 9 (a), clearly at a nozzle velocity 10 m/s in Case (i), the bubbles generated in the ground decks are not uniform, and are especially small in Channel 6. As the nozzle velocity increases from 11.5 to 16 m/s, the bubble size increases and the uniformity becomes better amongst different channels. The magnitude of shear stresses on membrane walls are shown in Fig. 9 (b). Clearly, at velocities of 13 to 14.5 m/s the shear stresses generated in most regions of all channels are uniform and could reach up to 4 Pa. At lower velocities, the shear stresses in most regions of channels 1 and 6 are less than 1 Pa. Also at higher velocities of 16 m/s, the uniformity of distribution becomes worse compared with the mid-range velocities. This is confirmed by Fig. 9 (c). Clearly for the ground decks, the optimal nozzle velocity is in the range 13 to 14.5 m/s; the results for these two velocities are shown with thicker lines in Fig. 9 (c).
Fig. 9 Variation of gas-liquid two-phase flow and induced shear stress with channel number for ground decks at various air nozzle velocities: (a) distribution of slug bubbles in the lower two ground decks; (b) shear stress distribution; (c) averaged shear stress.
For top decks, variation of bubble distribution and shear stress are shown in Fig. 10. As with the lower two decks, a velocity of less than 13 m/s has regions where shear stress < 0.4 Pa e.g. in channels 1, 2 and 6. Furthermore the average value of shear stress varies with channel number and is less than 1.5 Pa in more than 4 channels, as shown in Fig. 10 (c). It is more uniform at 13 ~ 16 m/s nozzle velocity and the average values of shear stress are over 2.5 Pa for six channels.
Fig. 10 Bubble distribution and induced shear stress in top decks for various air nozzle velocities: (a) distribution of slug bubbles; (b) shear stress on membrane walls; (c) averaged shear stress.
Overall, by reviewing distribution of bubbles and shear stress through both ground and top decks, the most uniform and intense hydrodynamic effect is produced at nozzle velocities between 13 and 14.5 m/s. Hence, this is the optimal range beneficial for fouling control performance.

### 3.3 Air consumption

Based on those optimal design of MBR variables, we can estimate aeration cost of a CS-MBR operated so as to have an average shear stress greater than 1.5 Pa in all channels. At the optimal operating conditions of \( h_2 \) 300 mm and nozzle velocity 13 m/s, the membranes in 12 channels would have surface shear stress over 1.5 Pa, which indicates they could be all effectively covered by one aeration pipe. Based on these optimal design conditions, air consumption for four- and six-deck CS-MBRs were calculated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Decks</th>
<th>Number of channels covered by one aeration pipe</th>
<th>( \text{SAD}_m ) (Nm(^3)m(^{-2})h(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Air flow rate per m(^2) (L/min·m(^2))</th>
<th>Air flow rate per deck (L/min·deck)</th>
<th>Saving in air consumption (%) *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FSMBR includes 100 flat sheets of membranes sized 1200 × 510 × 5 mm (L×W×T), with channel gap 5 mm [41].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Decks</th>
<th>Number of channels covered by one aeration pipe</th>
<th>( \text{SAD}_m ) (Nm(^3)m(^{-2})h(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Air flow rate per m(^2) (L/min·m(^2))</th>
<th>Air flow rate per deck (L/min·deck)</th>
<th>Saving in air consumption (%) *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These are estimates based upon industrial air usage of 10 L/min·m\(^2\).
As shown in Table 2, the specific aeration demand per membrane area, $SAD_m$ for four-deck CS-MBR is 0.074 Nm$^3$m$^{-2}$h$^{-1}$, whilst the estimate for a six-deck CS-MBR is 0.049 Nm$^3$m$^{-2}$h$^{-1}$. The air flow rate per square meter is 0.91 ~ 1.37 L/min·m$^2$, which is much lower than 10 L/min·m$^2$ for FSMBR in industry and lower than the figure given for a HFMBR by Verrecht et al. [20]. According to our previous research, the optimized FSMBR could save 50% of air consumption compared to the traditional industrial air consumption, whilst the four-deck and six-deck CS-MBR could save 86% and 91% of the air consumption, respectively. This indicates that the CS-MBR reduces around 70% air consumption than the FSMBR to achieve effective hydrodynamics for fouling control.

3.4 Discussion

Patterning or other modification of the shape of a membrane surface has been explored for more than 20 years. The approach of most research is to make ripples on the flat membrane through different methods to induce intense turbulence and increase the membrane area [42]. In most studies, the ripples structure on membrane surface has been found to be beneficial for fouling control bringing benefits such as enhanced shear stress, less filter cake, larger filtration flux, etc. [37]. The hydrodynamics induced by corrugations have also been found to be beneficial in limiting salt deposition in membrane distillation [42, 43]. Our findings on fouling are consistent with these previous findings.

In the current work not only is the membrane surface improved but the membrane supporting pattern, thickness and water conveyance has also been modified. The new CS membrane has unique features combining some characteristics from both HF and FS membranes characteristics. The unique features of CS membrane studied in this work are summarized and compared in Table 3. For non-flat membrane, the surface area distinction
was reported by Barambu et al. [44]. In this work, the area for corrugated sheet is taken as
the actual area by considering the corrugated shape, which is 1.1 times that of a flat sheet
with the same projected area. The greater area will give a lower local flux which according
to critical flux theory [45] (and threshold flux theory [46]) will give less fouling.
Decoupling this contribution from the hydrodynamics is difficult. However from an
engineering perspective, the important parameters are: (a) SAD$_m$ and (b) productivity per
unit volume (i.e. amount of permeate per unit volume of the MBR). Hence, the advantage
of corrugated membrane is due to both points of larger area and stronger hydrodynamics.
The SAD$_m$ value is based upon 4 decks and it will be recalled that in section 3.2.2 the
height of 4 CS decks is equivalent to the height of two FS decks. Thus the comparison
between flat and corrugated in Table 3 is a fair one.

### Table 3 Feature summary and comparison of CS membrane system with others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface configuration</th>
<th>Flat</th>
<th>Corrugated in this study</th>
<th>Corrugated by Kharraz et al. [42]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrugation fabricate method</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Hemispherical hollow units fixed on plate</td>
<td>Physically press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane surface area (m$^2$)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane support method</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>PET plate</td>
<td>Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane thickness (mm)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water conveyance</td>
<td>Traditionally upright</td>
<td>Horizontally along corrugated channels</td>
<td>upright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBR</td>
<td>1 ~ 2 decks</td>
<td>generally 4 decks</td>
<td>one sheet (lab-scale exp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeration consumption (L/min·m²)</td>
<td>5.02 [39] 10 (traditional usage)</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>166 (lab-scale exp.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The features of the CS membrane assembly mentioned above are particularly beneficial for large-scale application. For example, the small thickness of CS membrane could increase the loading capacity and solving the low-capacity issue faced in FSMBR application. Moreover, the general plane sheet configuration of the CS membrane provides a format that avoids any clogging such as that found when fibers bind (“hair twinning”) in HFMBRs. Furthermore the aspect ratio of the CS-MBR creates the possibility of having multiple decks which significantly reduce the air consumption, that are at a world-leadingly low level. For these multiple reasons the CS-MBR format is an exciting new prospect in the industrial application of MBRs.

4. Conclusions

A novel corrugated membrane format with a surface area per unit volume value equivalent to that of hollow fiber MBR systems has been evaluated, and a design of a multi-deck CS-MBR elaborated. Specific conclusions arising from the experimental and simulation investigations are:

1) From a comparison of the hydrodynamics and related fouling performance of the new CS membrane system with the FS membrane system, it is established that the surface shear stress induced on the CS membrane could be 1.25 times larger than that of FS. Under the same experimental conditions, the required TMP in a CS-MBR is two-thirds of that required in a FS-MBR under comparable conditions. The enhanced
hydrodynamic effect of intense turbulence and shear stress is beneficial for membrane fouling control.

2) For optimal performance a large-scale CS-MBR should have the following features: (a) be designed with a “fully partitioned” aeration pipe so as to have as uniform an air velocity distribution as possible; (b) be designed with at least four decks; (c) for a four-deck system have essential zero gap between the lower two and upper two decks and a gap of 300 mm in the middle of the system, i.e. values of $h_1$, $h_2$, $h_3$ are 0, 300, 0 mm respectively; and (d) have a design nozzle velocity of 13 m/s which together with an “fully partitioned” aeration pipe will ensure a small variance of 1.4 m/s. Overall an essentially uniform distributions of slug bubbles will generate sufficiently intense shear stress on membrane surfaces.

3) The standardized aeration rate, $SAD_m$, for the large-scale CS-MBR system can be 0.074 Nm$^3$m$^{-2}$h$^{-1}$, which corresponds to a 70% reduction with respect to an optimized FSMBR operated with slug bubbling. The value of 0.074 Nm$^3$m$^{-2}$h$^{-1}$ represents a massive reduction with respect to the traditional industrial usage of 0.58 Nm$^3$m$^{-2}$h$^{-1}$.

Given these specific findings, this new type of corrugated membrane has great potential to widen the application of flat-sheet MBR systems. Achieving a good balance between (i) having a drastically reduced air consumption and (ii) excellent fouling control should be readily achievable because it has been found in our evaluation that the new corrugated membrane benefits both areas. With more difficult-to-treat streams it may be necessary to take a smaller benefit with regard to air consumption in order to achieve good fouling control.
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